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“Empathy Helps Us Make Moral Decisions” 

Teaching children about empathy early on can help them be more consciously 

aware of how they make moral choices with their words and actions.  This 

awareness can help them think more clearly and intentionally about their 

choices and ultimately help them make better, more ethical choices. 

There are two kinds of empathy—empathy for ourselves—and empathy for 

others.  We call empathy for ourselves “self-empathy.”  Self-empathy helps us 

tune in to our own needs.  As we listen to our own feelings and thoughts –they 

provide us with information about our situation.  Our feelings and thoughts help 

us realize what our needs are--and then we search for options regarding how to 

best address a particular situation in order to meet our own needs.  Empathy for 

others helps us to stop and pause—so we can tune in and imagine their situation.  

It helps us imagine how we would feel and what we might think if we were in 

their situation, so we can try to understand what their needs might be.   

Self-Empathy--When we take the time to tune in to ourselves and understand our 

own needs, it becomes easier for us to take care of ourselves--or to ask for what 

we need--or set our goals to meet longer-term needs.  Self-empathy involves 

recognizing and hearing our feelings.  Self-empathy also involves “self-talk” or 

thoughts that we think to ourselves about our feelings, needs, actions, and 

situations.  For example, if we feel frustrated or angry, we may ask ourselves what 

happened?  What exactly upset or made us angry—and what do we need, or 

what does a possible solution look like?  

Sometimes it takes time for us to process big emotions and it’s OK to give 

ourselves that time.  Most things don’t have to be fixed right away.  Waiting a day 

or two to process can help us more clearly understand our own needs and the 

needs of others, and sometimes it can help us make better decisions about how 

to handle situations. 



Empathy for Others--When we empathize with others, we try to imagine how 

they might feel and what they may think about their situation.  We may ask them 

what they need or how we can help.  Sometimes, we can guess what people feel 

and what they may need by their facial expressions and their situation.  

Sometimes we are not sure—or we want to be respectful, so we ask people what 

they need or how we can help.  Empathic responses to others can include being a 

quiet listener.  It can also include things we say, such as words of comfort or 

words that reflect the feeling someone is expressing to us, such as “That must 

have been upsetting,” or “You must be excited!”   Empathic responses can also 

involve responsive actions to address the needs of others, such as bringing food, 

or helping someone pick up things they dropped, giving someone space, or 

helping in other concrete ways.   

Also, empathy means trying to imagine someone else’s perspective and this can 

be hard if we are in a disagreement with them—or if we have never experienced 

what they are experiencing.  If we are in a disagreement, taking some time—even 

a day or two—can help us to better imagine the other person’s feelings and 

perspective because we may not be as angry or upset.  When people have 

significantly different life experiences from our own, spending more time to listen  

and imagine their situation or experience, and asking sincere questions--can often 

help us to better understand their perspective.   

Moral Decisions--When we make moral decisions, we often use empathy to 

consider our own needs and also the needs of others—which includes imagining 

the consequences of our actions for ourselves and for others.  We might ask 

ourselves questions.  How might this decision or action affect me?  How might it 

affect others?  How might I feel?  How might someone else feel about my words 

or actions?   

Too much self-empathy--If we are mostly tuned into self-empathy and our own 

needs, and we are not also tuned into the needs of others, we are likely to miss 

important consequences of how our choices affect others.  This can make it more 

likely that our decisions may not be moral or helpful in terms of how they affect 

others. 

Too much empathy toward others--If we are mostly tuned into empathy toward 

others and we are not also tuned into our own needs, we are likely to not fully 



consider the consequences of a decision for ourselves.  This may make it more 

likely to allow ourselves to be taken advantage of, or we may overcommit 

ourselves, or we may not stand up for ourselves or allow ourselves to say no, etc.   

Healthy Balanced Empathy for Self and Others--Healthy self-empathy means 

having healthy boundaries that honor our own needs, and at the same time, we 

also consider and care about the needs of others.  Carol Gilligan, who researched 

moral development styles of women, calls this “balancing the needs of the self 

and others.”  When we are making a decision and we try to consider our own 

needs AND the needs of others—we are trying to find a solution that meets both 

sets of needs—or a “win-win” solution.  Carol Gilligan calls the balancing process 

of moving back and forth between considering our own needs and the needs of 

another person--“an ethic of care.” 

Using an ethic of care means making an extra effort to find options that work for 

both people or both groups of people.  It may mean taking a pause and not 

allowing ourselves to get angry too quickly, not jumping to conclusions, or making 

generalizations or assumptions.  Using an ethic of care often means thinking 

outside the box and using conflict resolution skills. 

Often there are more than two ways to solve a conflict.  It can seem as if there is 

only “my way” and “your way,” but sometimes—especially if we take some time 

to empathize with our own needs and try to empathically understand the 

perspective of the other person, we are more motivated to discover creative 

solutions--and we may find that there are—not just 2--but 3 or even 5 solutions! 

Here are a few ideas for fun games to play with your child that can help them 

increase their empathy skills. 

1.  Make a facial expression and ask them to guess what your feeling is—and 

then let them make an expression for you to guess.  This can help children 

learn to recognize social cues in facial expressions. 

2. Challenge your child to see how many feeling words they can come up with.  

You can create teams and see which team comes up with the most words.  

This can help children learn to recognize feelings and be more clear when 

they use words to describe their feelings. 

3. Put an object that looks different from different angles in the center of a 

room and have everyone in the family draw it from different corners of the 



room and then tell about their pictures.  Note how their perspective and 

what they see is different.  This can help build skills of recognizing that 

people have different life experiences—and different perspectives. 

4. Watch an age-appropriate TV show or cartoon (or read a story) and ask 

your child what different characters were feeling at different times in the 

show.  Ask what they might have been thinking and what they might have 

needed.  You can also ask your child why he or she thinks they made the 

choices they made in the story.  You can ask if other characters in the story 

tried to meet their needs?  If so, how.  This can help build empathy skills. 

5. Learn a new feeling word every day.   

6. Divide up in teams and then one teammate has to draw a feeling word for 

his team members to guess.  You can pull the feeling words out of a hat to 

decide what each team has to draw. 

7. The next time there is a disagreement, when everyone is calm, see if 

everyone involved can brainstorm together 5 different ways that the 

disagreement could be solved.  This can be made into a game—for 

example, if there are disagreements about what to watch on TV, or chores, 

how to share certain things, etc., those examples can be used and made 

into a game in a family meeting or game night to see which team comes up 

with the most possible solutions--or most agreeable solutions for each 

situation.  This can help build conflict resolution skills. 

8. Read a historical or biographical picture book and try to imagine and 

discuss what the main character’s life may have been like, and what they 

might be feeling or thinking in certain situations—for example, Thomas 

Edison when he built his first light bulb—or Rosa Parks when she refused to 

give up her seat.  This can be especially helpful if the main characters you 

read about in different books are from a variety of cultures, geographic 

locations, genders, historical periods, economic levels, etc.  It can also be 

interesting to imagine the perspectives of secondary characters and 

compare their perspectives to that of the main character.  For example, for 

younger children, in the fictional story of Snow White, what might each of 

the seven dwarfs have been thinking or feeling at different points in the 

story—given their very different personalities?  What perspectives did the 

Scarecrow, Tin Man, and Lion have at different times in the Wizard of Oz 



compared to Dorothy?  This can help build skills related to empathy and 

understanding different perspectives. 


